
Life proceeds, ignoring with anything! 

 

4 months of the real military operations are already closed. And who 

believed that military operations yourself personally will not touch and war will 

not come once again in yours houses, the already forced was move together with 

the universities in other cities of Ukraine and to search the students, workers and 

faculty advisors all over the world. At first there was shock, someone from us 

experienced all of it already twice (first time - in 2014, when abandoned territories 

to Luhansk and Donetsk), then is feeling of reality (recovery of sight), and here 

now is a necessity to work, to search new horizons of further educational labor, 

work, reinforcement of the faith in renewal of our territories, country and return to 

peaceful life! Because life does not stand in place, we must believe for it, in the 

potential and human possibilities that allow to be mobilized, to unite, to get 

organized, to support each other for the sake of our yet best future!  

So all of it is not simple to do, when some colleagues are from other not 

occupied territories, and out of military operations zone, even, does not understand 

that means to remain in second times without luggage. When around you already 

ruins, and it is necessary to rescue the children or support other and think where to 

go, work, how farther to live. Less for everything thinks that it is necessary to take 

with you. And already then, when already your house was bombing, understand 

that was needed o grab something other with you that be to continue valuable life 

and labor farther. And how is heavily to result in the comprehension of the native, 

scholars, students, support their faith in the future...  

For us, undoubtedly, all will go out, because we are strong, business 

professionals and the best specialists in education! And ignoring with anything that 

we are forced to work in such terms, we will not stop to finish telling and confirm, 

that for us all of it is real to do. Otherwise it can not be another! Our teachers are 

really the best, because those knowledge, modern practical skills that is today 

necessary to be inoculated to the students will be useful everywhere. Therefore 

non-random, our students the most world countries are ready to take away, to give 

grant on studies and create terms for continuation of their education. But it is 

desirable to say to those, who already drove out and can not now go back to the 

houses: do not «forget the root, do not abandon connections with Ukrainian high 

schools, because it is your professional cradle! You are our real accrete future of 

highly skilled! We are proud of all of you»! Because if our students are deserving 

candidates on studies in foreign high schools, then our education is on a correct 

way! 

Therefore, ignoring with anything, support each other, unite the efforts for 

renewal of our future society by means of our today's graduating students; it will 

proceed in at higher informative level our educational process, look with 

definiteness in the future, believe for itself and in our continuous victory on all 

fronts, including economic, educational and international with Ukraine in our 

hearts! 
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